This is a transcription of a conference proceedings from 1985. It reviews the Jordan algebra formulation of quantum mechanics. A possible novelty is the discussion of time evolution; the associator takes over the role of i times the commutator in the standard density matrix formulation, and for the Jordan algebra of complex Hermitian matrices this implies a Hamiltonian of the form H = i[x, y] + λI for traceless Hermitian x, y and real number λ. Other possibilities for time evolution in the Jordan formulation are briefly considered.
In the standard formulation of quantum mechanics an observable is represented by a (possibly infinite dimensional) Hermitian matrix. But if a and b are Hermitian the matrix product ab is not necessarily Hermitian. Consider instead the Jordan product
which is Hermitian if a and b are. With respect to the Jordan product, Hermitian matrices form a closed algebra that is (obviously) commutative, but non-associative. However, the Jordan product does have the property that
where a 2 = a•a, which equals the matrix product of a with itself. If a and b are genuine matrices (i.e. associative with respect to the matrix product) then this relation is an identity, known as the Jordan identity.
Hermitian matrices also have the additional property that
An algebra with this property is said to be formally real. Given reality, it can be shown that the Jordan identity is equivalent to power associativity. As we have remarked, a • a is unambiguously a 2 . The product a • a • a is also unambiguously a 3 because of commutativity, but a • a • a • a is potentially ambiguous as it could be (a
Power associativity ensures that they agree and, more generally, that
for all positive integers m and n. This property allows us to define unambiguously functions of an observable as power series expansions. We expect that if α is the value of a in somestate then f (α) will be the value of f (a) in that state. This is the physical motivation for power associativity and hence the Jordan identity. Of course, as long as we continue to regard the Jordan product as derived from the matrix product we have no need of motivations for identities such as (2); they are simply true. But we can define the Jordan algebra directly in terms of the Jordan identity. More precisely, we define a Jordan algebra as a vector space with a commutative bilinear product satisfying the Jordan identity. To qualify as an algebra of observables we require, in addition, that there be a unit element (because the unit matrix is Hermitian) and that the algebra be formally real. In this way we arrive at the axioms [1]
Although Hermitian matrices certainly constitute an example of such an algebra, with the Jordan product as in (1) , it is by no means obvious that they exhaust the possibilities. To investigate this point we need a classification of formally real unital Jordan algebras. This task is greatly simplified by the theorem that all non-simple Jordan algebras are direct sums of simple algebras. In the finite-dimensional case the classification was achieved in 1934 [2] . There are five classes, which are
Every element a of a Jordan algebra can be written as
where e I = {I, e i ; i = 1, . . . , n} is a basis for the algebra 2 , which can be chosen such that
In general, an arbitrary nonsingular matrix would replace δ ij but reality implies that this may be transformed to δ ij by a change of basis. Similarly, one can take the structure constants T ijk to be totally symmetric in ijk without loss of generality. The type-1 algebras are the simplest because T ijk vanishes. These are the generalizations of the algebra of Pauli matrices under anticommutation, and are therefore subalgebras of the Clifford algebras of positive definite quadratic forms (Q). The type-2, 3, 4 algebras are realizations as Hermitian matrices over the real numbers, complex numbers and quaternions, respectively, with the Jordan product again being the anticommutator. By contrast, the single type-5 algebra is exceptional because it has no such matrix realization. It can be realized by 3 × 3 Hermitian "matrices" over the octonions but these are not matrices in the usual sense because they are not associative with respect to the matrix product. The exceptionality of H O 3 can be proved by means of the "Glennie identity", which is eight-order in elements of the algebra [3] ; if the elements are ordinary matrices then this is indeed an identity, but it is not satisfied by H O 3 . The classification of infinite-dimensional Jordan algebras has recently been accomplished. It appears that all infinite-dimensional simple Jordan algebras are extensions of types 1 to 4. In particular, there are no exceptional infinite-dimensional algebras [3] . 2 In other words, as a vector space the algebra has dimension n + 1. 3 The e i are the traceless matrices; the trace is discussed below.
The above classification already suggests one generalization of quantum mechanics; i.e. that for which the complex numbers are replaced by the real numbers, quaternions or octonions. It appears that real quantum mechanics is esentially equivalent to complex quantum mechanics, and quaternion complex mechanics suffers from a surplus of imaginary units and does not yield much that is new [4] . The octonionic quantum mechanics based on the exceptional Jordan algebra [5] is the most interesting case because exceptionality implies that no Hilbert space formulation is possible. This is therefore a genuine, and radical, generalization of quantum mechanics, although one without as yet any application.
But my purpose here is not to review the generalizations of quantum mechanics afforded by the Jordan algebra formulation but to explain how conventional quantum mechanics is contained in it. So far we have discussed the algebra of observables but we have not discussed the representation of states. In the usual formulation, states are identified with rays in a Hilbert space. But if {|k ; k = 1, 2, . . . } is a basis of normalized vectors in a Hilbert space then the Hermitian operators
contain the same information. These operators satisfy
and
To carry this over to the Jordan formulation, we have first to introduce the trace form of a Jordan algebra, which is defined to satisfy tr I = ν , tr e i = 0 ,
with ν an integer to be specified shortly. This is equivalent to the introduction of the positive definite inner product (e I , e J ) :
Now, an element P of an algebra satisfying P 2 = P is called an idempotent. For idempotents P 1 , P 2 , orthogonality with respect to the above inner product implies the seemingly stronger relation
which we may take as the definition of orthogonality for idempotents. An idempotent E that cannot be expressed as the sum of two orthogonal idempotents is said to be primitive. The maximal number of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents is the degree of the Jordan algebra, and any such set provides a decomposition of unity:
If the trace form is normalized as in (8) then the degree is the integer ν. Thus, a Jordan algebra of degree ν is the algebra of observables for a quantum system with ν linearly independent states. Accoding to a theorem of Jordan, Von Neumann and Wigner, any observable a can be expressed as
i.e. as an expansion on a complete set of primitive idempotents, the set depending on the element chosen. The numbers a α are the "eigenvalues" of the observable a in the state represented by E α (a). The primitive idempotents represent pure states. A mixed state is represented by
i.e. by a positive definite element ρ satisfying tr ρ = 1 but ρ 2 = ρ. The expectation value of any observable a in the state represented by ρ is
This is essentially the density matrix formalism of the standard formulation of quantum mechanics.
A distinction between the Jordan formulation and the standard density matrix formulation of quantum mechanics arises when one considers time evolution. In the density matrix formalism one postulates the unitary time evolution equatioṅ
where H is the (usually positive definite) Hermitian Hamiltonian. This equation has the property that it takes pure states into pure states. If one requires this property then the time evolution equation must take the following form in the Jordan formulation:
where D is a linear operator with the property that
i.e. D is required to be a derivation of the Jordan algebra. The derivations form a Lie algebra under commutation and they generate the automorphism group of the algebra. It is a remarkable fact that the derivations of a Jordan algebra can all be expressed as
where L x is the operation of multiplication by a traceless element x. The Jacobi identity is satisfied as a consequence of the Jordan identity for x and y. This representation of the derivations allows us to rewrite (18) aṡ
Defining the associator of three elements a, b, c as
we see that (21) 
The associator plays a role in the Jordan formulation of quantum mechanics analogous to the role of the commutator in the density matrix formulation. To make contact with the latter we work out the right hand side of (23) for complex Hermitian matrices x, y and ρ, with Jordan product (1). One finds thaṫ
so that we have equivalence with (17) if
for any real constant λ. Thus, in a sense, the Jordan formulation is the "square root" of the standard formulation; one wonders whether there is a connection to supersymmetry here. The interpretation of the traceless elements x and y in the case of real, quaternionic or octonionic Jordan algebras is problematic. Density matrices belong to the cone of positive definite Hermitian matrices. This has a generalization to any Jordan algebra J and the cone C(J) is called its domain of positivity. The group of linear transformations of coordinates of a cone is its automorphism group, and if this group acts transitively the cone is said to be homogeneous. A domain of positivity C(J) is a homogeneous cone and its automorphism group is generated by the derivations of J together with the operation L of multiplication by an element of J. The derivations form a subalgebra that generate the stability group of the cone, and the linear operators L generate translations in the cone.
If one considers the possibility of a more general time evolution for which pure states do not necessarily evolve into pure states [6] then one might think to generalize (18) to include a term L(ρ) in the expression forρ. But this leads to a violation the unit trace condition on ρ. One can construct an operation that preserves the trace by rescaling ρ but this is not a linear operation because the rescaling factor is ρ-dependent. Thus, one cannot use the automorphism group of the cone to evolve density matrices into density matrices via a linear evolution equation (except, of course, for the stability subgroup that evolves pure states into pure states). Conversely, those linear transformations that take pure states into mixed states cannot form a group. This is in accord with the second law of thermodynamics, which allows such transformations to form a semi-group but not a group, but the precise formulation of such generalized evolution equations in Jordan algebraic language has yet to be worked out.
